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7 What is an arbitration and how does

Members decide
what they want to
ask for through talking
with their colleagues,
plus surveys and
delegate meetings.

And then a few
years later we
start the process
all over again.

it relate to my wages and working
conditions?

When we try to negotiate a new collective
agreement (or EB) to improve wages and working
conditions sometimes we can’t reach agreement
between all of us (the union of workers) and the
employer.
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Members develop
a list of proposed
improvements
for the new collective
agreement

8
A pay rise
& new
conditions!

yes

If the
outcome
of the ballot is
YES...

How Collective
Bargaining
works. WE are
7

here!

Under the Industrial Relations Act there are ways
that the ‘independent umpire’, the Queensland
Industrial Relations Commission (QIRC), can then
help the parties make an agreement, or, they can
just ‘determine’ one.

Arbitration is the process where the QIRC makes
a new agreement about wages and conditions
for the parties by issuing a decision after a
3
trial-like process. Three Commissioners
form a “Full Bench” and sit in judgement
They also put
while we make submissions and present
together a campaign
plan which includes
witnesses in a process similar to a
what members were
trial. At the end of the process the
going to do over
Commission issues a ‘determination’
the course of the
that is the new collective agreement.

Campaign
plan

campaign.

Arbitration
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Once an offer
has been made,
members decide
on the agreement
by voting
YES or NO.

Authorised Alex Scott Together Branch Secretary

If the
outcome is NO
then we go
to...
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The campaign is where
things heat up. It could
mean wearing a sticker,
putting up a poster, or
even attending a rally.
And it could mean taking
industrial action.

Campaign Action
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Next members
enter into
negotiations with
the employer as well
as begin their
campaign.

Arbitration takes months to complete
and is a process that allows both parties to
run our arguments in front of the independent
Commissioners when negotiations fail. Given
the overwhelming member rejection of the last
offer from the state government, this process
is a good way to see an outcome for workers.
Having independent Commissioners then make a
decision, based on evidence and arguments, is an
important next step in improving your wages and
conditions.

